ANNOUNCEMENT

(About the alimentation service for students of AUEB from 12-11-2021 until 17-11-2021)

AUEB students, which have been using the restaurante of the central building of the University (76 Patission street), will be able to get served by the following university restaurants:

- Restaurant of Panteion University of Social and Political Sciences (building on 15 Lagoumi street, Athens, telephone number: 210-9239989). Due to the measures against COVID-19, the distribution of meals will be taking place with food packets since 12:30 until 19:00.

- Restaurant of Piraeus University (building on 78 Tsamadou street, Piraeus, telephone number: 210-4179910). Due to the measures against COVID-19, the distribution of meals will be taking place with food packets since 12:30 until 18:30.

In order to be served, students shall indicate whether their Student Identity Card or their online subscription or their Certificate of Studies.
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